We present a high-pressure study of Mg 1-x Fe x O (ferropericlase, Fp) single crystals 0.04(1) x 0.33(1) with a focus on ferrous iron spin-state crossover and the material behavior preceding it. Using Vegard's law and highly accurate high-pressure single-crystal experimental data, we extract the lattice parameter a HS FeO of the "FeO high spin lattice contribution" in the MgO-FeO solid solution. We find that ferropericlases with a wide range of compositions share the same critical parameter a C (defined as the minimum a HS FeO after which spin crossover starts). Furthermore, we discuss the effect of composition on spin crossover in ferrous iron in ferropericlase in the limits of low and moderate concentrations of Fe 2+ .
I. INTRODUCTION
The behavior of ferropericlase (Mg 1-x Fe x O, Fp) at highpressure conditions plays a crucial role in our understanding of processes related to the interiors of the Earth and Earthlike rocky planets. Indeed, there is a significant amount of this mineral in the Earth's lower mantle, and we expect a plethora of complex physical phenomena related to the ferrous iron high spin-low spin (HS-LS) crossover [1] , ranging from variation of elastic properties [2] to the redistribution of chemical elements between Earth's major lower-mantle minerals [3] . This seemingly simple system has attracted more and more attention from the solid physics community due to the possibility of HS-LS crossover having a quantum critical nature [4] .
There are numerous x-ray diffraction studies addressing the compression of Fp, many investigating the effect of pressure on the cubic unit cell and on the onset of the HS-LS transition [5] [6] [7] . However, most of the studies were conducted on powder material, where a strong discrepancy is observed even between results obtained on similar materials at seemly the same hydrostatic conditions (e.g., [6] [7] [8] ). As was discussed recently [8] , the discrepancies may be related to effects of undesirable stress-strain relations (deviation from hydrostatic conditions) which evolve in powders on the macro-and microscale, even in pressure media offering optimum quasihydrostatic conditions. In addition, the spin-state crossover in Fp can be classified as gradual (e.g., [9] ). However, the degree of spin-state crossover completion for powder material was never closely investigated. As suggested in [8] , the strains on the microscopic level (e.g., due to high concentration of defects) are of great importance for ferrous iron spin-state crossover, particularly in terms of stress/strain distribution on the microscale and on the free energy of the system.
A single-crystal high-pressure study conducted on a small specimen in quasihydrostatic conditions should improve our understanding of the physics of the process. However, there are few single-crystal studies on Fp available and most of them either have no intrinsic information on pressure-density correlation [10, 11] or have an insufficient number of points to provide conclusive evidence [12] . This study on single-crystal Fp covers a wide range of compositions at pressures close to the HS-LS crossover. Our results help to resolve some longstanding inconsistencies and contribute to the understanding of physical principles governing spin crossover in solid solutions.
Here we present an ambient temperature high-pressure x-ray diffraction study conducted on Fp single crystals of five different compositions and covering low (x<5 mol %) as well as moderate concentrations of iron (5 <x<30 mol %). We compressed these materials up to 82 GPa (depending on composition) and observe a clear signature of HS-LS crossover. The MgO-FeO system is a good example of a solid solution at ambient conditions, and we apply the formalism of Vegard's law to our high-pressure data. Next, we test critical behavior [13, 14] of Fp and of the corresponding FeO end-member component responsible for HS-LS crossover. We take a closer look at the effects of pressure and composition and suggest that a single critical parameter determines the onset of the HS-LS transition in the limits of low and moderate iron content. The simplicity of the system allows us to generalize our observations of MgO-FeO to the general case of solid solutions with ferrous iron impurity incorporated into an octahedral structural environment. Thus, we consider that our results and the approach used can be further employed for prediction of pressure-induced HS-LS crossover in a wider range of materials.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND METHODS
Fp material was synthesized under high-pressure and hightemperature conditions in a Kawai-type multianvil apparatus (press) [15] at Bayerisches Geoinstitut, Bayreuth. Fine-grained MgO and Fe 2 O 3 (95% enriched in 57 Fe) were first ground together for 1 h. Mixtures were heated at 1473 K and 1 bar for 1 day in a CO − CO 2 gas-mixing furnace in which oxygen fugacity was controlled at log f O 2 = -11 to reduce all Fe 3+ to Fe 2+ . Sample mixtures were loaded into metallic Re capsules and then packed into MgO containers. LaCrO 3 was used for the heater in the high-pressure assembly. The pressure and temperature used in the synthesis run were 14 GPa and 1873 K, respectively, with a heating duration of 20 min. After sample recovery from the Re capsule, the chemical compositions of the bulk synthesized material were analyzed using electron microprobe analysis with a JEOL JXA-8200 instrument under the operating conditions of 15 kV and 15 nA where 20 points were collected for each set. The Fe 3+ / Fe ratios of the synthesized samples were characterized by conventional Mössbauer spectroscopy using a constant acceleration Mössbauer spectrometer in transmission geometry equipped with a 57 Co source (Rh matrix). The velocity scale was calibrated using α-Fe foil. The Mössbauer spectra were analyzed using the MOSSA software package [16] and FITYK [17] . While Mössbauer spectroscopy was essential for the characterization of the synthesized material, it is less important for our main discussion. We present a short description of the Mössbauer spectroscopy data in the Supplemental Material [18] . The samples originating from the multianvil synthesis are labeled KNFp1, KNFp2, v4aFp1, and v4aFp4. The naming convention indicates the sample loadings, namely, the crystals KNFp1 and KNFp2 were placed into the cell "KN," while v4aFp1 and v4aFp4 were placed into the cell "v4a." One additional sample batch with composition x = 0.19(1) was produced by Longo using the procedure fully described in Ref. [19] . The sample b90Fp5 belongs to this batch.
Single crystals [with approximate lateral dimensions of (5-10) × (10-15) × (3-5) µm 3 ] were loaded into sample chambers of Mao-type symmetrical diamond anvil or BX90 cells (DACs) together with small ruby spheres (Rb) employed as pressure sensors. The crystals were either preselected by x-ray diffraction before the gas loading (b90Fp5) or tested with x rays immediately after to optimize experimental time (KNFp1, KNFp2, v4aFp1, and v4aFp4). For the latter set, the initial selection, preceding the actual gas loading, included an inspection of the crystal shape (single grain vs multigrain) and optical clarity (absence of visible grain boundaries for transparent material with low concentration of iron). Thus, for the same set we could not measure the unit cell volumes at ambient conditions. The initial plan to determine volume upon decompression was not possible due to the failure of the diamond and gasket sample chamber.
The sample chambers inside rhenium gaskets were loaded with Ne pressure medium. The choice of a sample with small dimensions together with Ne pressure medium was important for maintaining experimental conditions close to hydrostatic. The equation of state for Ne [20] was used to cross-check the consistency of pressures determined by Rb. The difference in pressures found from Ne and Rb markers were below 3 GPa at the highest pressures reached. Additional discussion on the hydrostatic conditions of the lower mantle and relevance of the sample state and size are given in the Supplemental Material [18] .
For all samples with the exception of b90Fp5, x-ray diffraction patterns were obtained with a wavelength of 0.289Å at P02.2 (beam size 3 × 8um 2 ), Extreme Conditions Beamline, Petra-III, DESY, Hamburg, Germany. The data on sample b90Fp5 were collected using a wavelength of 0.2952Å at IDD13 (beam size 2.5 × 4um 2 ), GeoSoilEnviroCARS (GSECARS), APS, Argonne, USA. For each pressure point, x-ray diffraction data were collected on sample rotation (±32°,o r±38°ω rotation axis, depending on the DAC opening angle). The sample-detector distance was calibrated with a CeO 2 standard. Positions of diffracted peaks (six to nine unique reflections for each pressure point) were extracted using FIT2D [21] and used for calculation of lattice parameters employing FITYK/UNITCELL software [17, 22] . A single composition (b90Fp5) was analyzed with the Rigaku CRYSALIS PRO software package [23] . The values for the lattice parameters obtained using different software packages are consistent with one another.
Compositions of the individual crystals (multianvil synthesis samples KNFp1, KNFp2, v4aFp1, v4aFp4) were determined from the measured equation of state and the known variation of lattice parameters as a function of composition at ambient conditions [24, 25] . The validity of the approach was additionally tested and confirmed using the well precharacterized sample b90Fp5. For this sample, we compared values obtained with equations of state with ambient pressure data, and found good agreement within the experimental uncertainties (see below).
We use the information on the ambient pressure-volume value as a composition marker, since we cannot rely on information from the bulk synthesis. Indeed, during our experiments on the batch produced in the multianvil experiments, we confirmed the existence of magnesioferrite single crystals grown together with Fp. Additional discussion is presented in the Supplemental Material [18] . The crystals used in this study had no parasitic diffraction that could be attributed to magnesioferrite. The corresponding measurements are reported and described below.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Compressibility of Fp
The compression curves for the individual crystals are shown in Fig. 1 . From analysis of the data, we can sort compositions of the crystals by increasing concentration of iron in the following way: lowest Fe content: KNFp1 (blue square) and KNFp2 (red square); intermediate concentration: v4aFp1 (black triangle), b90Fp5 (inverse green triangle); and the highest concentration: v4aFp4 (circles). We observe no splitting of diffraction peaks up to the highest pressures, and conclude that the studied Fp material remains in the cubic (space group Fm− 3m) NaCl B1-type structure at all pressures of our study.
We derive information on the elastic behavior of Fp in the HS state by fitting pressure (P) as a function of volume (V) using a second order Birch-Murnaghan (BM) equation of state (EOS) [26] . Through this process, we obtain the following parameters: V 0 is the unit cell volume, and K 0 = -VdP/dV| P =0GPa is the isothermal bulk modulus, both at ambient conditions. Following the definition of the employed EOS, the model has a fixed value of K ′ = dK/dP = 4, the first pressure derivative of the isothermal bulk modulus (K). By knowing the volume or lattice parameters at ambient conditions, we can extract the composition of the material [24, 25, 27, 28] . The corresponding parameters are listed in Table S2 (Supplemental Material [18] ) for the following iron compositions: (1) (b90Fp5), and x = 0.33(1) (v4aFp4). Figure 2 demonstrates that the obtained parameters, namely, x,K 0 , and V 0 , are in good agreement with the trend from literature data (references given in the figure caption).
The choice of EOS is additionally supported by a plot of normalized stress (F) as a function of Eulerian strain (f E ) ( Fig. 3) . The F − f E relation, commonly called a "F − f plot," is a standard tool for analysis of high-pressure P-V data. Additional information on the F − f plot and its relation to detection of spin-state crossover in Fp and transitions in other materials can be found elsewhere [8, [29] [30] [31] . Figure 3 highlights the closest experimental point to HS-LS crossover by means of large symbols with yellow background. X-ray diffraction data and F − f plots allow HS-LS crossover to be detected for iron concentrations at least as low as 4(1) mol % Fe, which corresponds to four ferrous ions per 25 unit cells of Fp in an ideal solid solution. Thus, x-ray diffraction is an exceptionally sensitive tool to detect spin-state transitions manifested through volume contraction.
First, we compare our P-V data with the primary pressure scale of MgO reported previously [32] . The latter study reports integration of MgO single-crystal data from Brillouin scattering measurements and density data from polycrystalline x-ray diffraction with pressures below 55 GPa. We note that the ambient temperature BM or Vinet EOSs of MgO available in the literature or those employed here [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] are consistent with one another in the pressure range of interest [37] and that the choice of EOS does not change our results (see also Fig. 2 ). In excellent agreement with previously published data [5] [6] [7] 10, 38] , for pressures below the HS-LS crossover, the volumes of all Fp samples lie above the MgO compression line ("MGL" is the MgO EOS line on Fig. 1 ). [32] [33] [34] [35] and Vinet [36] equations of state. Fp data points include the following data: orange [43] , green [25] , magenta [5] , dark red [10] , pink [6] , and cyan [7] . Most of the Fp literature data were Upon further compression, the volumes of our single crystals drop significantly below the MGL after HS-LS crossover. This observation stands out in strong contrast with all data previously published on powders, with the notable exception ofdataonFp(x = 0.17) [38] and Fp (x = 0.1) [10] . Indeed, a careful examination shows that the Fp unit cell volume in these studies drops gradually below the MGL for pressures above the HS-LS crossover. Still, even in Refs. [10, 38] , the effect of pressure on volume is not as profound as for our single-crystal data.
This discrepancy in behavior may be related to differences in the initial state of sample material on the microscale. Following the recent discussion [8] , if one compares compression of single crystals with powders we may expect additional strains or stresses due to grain-grain interactions which may (a) induce a metastable state, preventing a full transformation of ferrous iron into a ground LS state, and (b) result in a rhombohedral distortion of the system, presumably affecting the onset of spin crossover [8] . In addition, the grinding process, which is essential for powder preparation, should significantly increase the defect concentration in the grains, usually developing in the form of dislocations and, thus, induce additional microstrain fields in the vicinity of Fe 2+ ions. The influence of defects on electronic levels in Fp material was 214412-3 and pressure reported for the studied compositions. Large symbols with yellow background indicate the last experimental pressure points with Fp in a presumably pure HS state. The green region emphasizes the spin-crossover pressures. As expected [2, 8] , the crossover region shifts towards higher pressures with composition. The wider crossover region for the bx90Fp5 can be attributed to the lower density of the experimental points. already suggested previously in a Mössbauer study [39] and may indeed contribute to the deviation from equilibrium upon HS-LS crossover. Along similar lines, the same microstrains and defects may lead to retention of a significant HS fraction, which is not surprising for systems with spin-state crossover [9] . To our knowledge, this effect was not taken into account in previous x-ray emission or Mössbauer (time or energy domain) spectroscopy studies due to low detection sensitivity.
In our single-crystal study, we minimize the contribution from undesirable effects of grain boundaries, intergrain stresses, and grinding-induced defects, and thus transform the materials to a configuration closer to thermodynamic equilibrium. We consider that our observations on the effect of mechanical treatment of the material on spin crossover deserve further exploration in the future. As a final note, we found that the Fe 2+ ionic radius in the LS state under high pressure becomes smaller than the radius of Mg 2+ . The distinctive behavior of the a HS FeO = f (P ) slope allows us to identify two groups of samples (Fig. 4 ). The first CLASS-1 (blue line) includes only one sample KNFp2 with composition x = 0.04 (1) . The second, CLASS-2 (black line), encompasses KNFp1, v4aFp1, b90Fp5, v4aFp4, and, thus, corresponds to the range 0.06(1) x 0.33 (1) . The averaged slope for these studied compositions is estimated as -6.4(5) × 10 −3Å /GPa. The table and a figure with slopes for all studied samples are provided in the Supplemental Material [18] . We note that a small variation in composition (x = 0.04 → x = 0.06) produces a major effect, separating KNFp1 and KNFp2 in particular, corresponding to CLASS-1 and CLASS-2, respectively. Further discussion on CLASS-1 and CLASS-2 is presented following additional evidence that they are indeed different.
B. Application of Vegard's law to high-pressure data
In Fig. 4 ,t h ev a l u ea C = a HS FeO is introduced as a special critical parameter corresponding to the smallest value of a HS FeO such that further compression starts the transformation of ferrous iron to the LS state. This behavior is highlighted by horizontal dashed lines. Again, the same apparent difference in CLASS-1 and CLASS-2 is seen which is additionally illustrated by analysis of the corresponding a C values, shown in the inset of Fig. 4 .
CLASS-1 corresponds to Fp with a low concentration of iron, with tentative boundary for x between 0.04(1) and 0.06 (1) . We hypothesize that for solid solutions with substantially low concentration of iron atoms, the Mg environment (i.e., absence of significant interference between Fe 2+ ions) determines the onset of the HS-LS transition. It is obvious that compression of iron and its electrons in the octahedral "cage" made of oxygen can be expressed by the lattice parameter a Fp or the parameter a HS FeO introduced above. The variation of the a HS FeO slope for CLASS-1 as a function of the actual composition may require additional investigation. Fp compositions with low to moderate concentration of iron x 0.06(1) belong to CLASS-2. These compositions are indeed interesting for geophysics and mineral physics, as they are expected to occur in the Earth's mantle and other planetary interiors. Our observation that a HS FeO for CLASS-2 samples is nearly invariant with pressure will be useful for future simulations of compression behavior of virtually any relevant Fp phase in the HS state. We envisage an extension of our analysis and application to the high-temperature limit of Fp in the HS state, and thus to simulations of actual conditions in the lower mantle. Isobaric heating should increase the overall lattice parameters of Fp, and, thus, a HS FeO , making LS less favorable. Our reasoning is consistent with experimental observations of a positive Clausius-Clapeyron slope for HS-LS crossover for Fp with x = 0.25 [4, 40] .
After analyzing available data for Fp with different compositions, it is clear that at x>0.04(1), the influence of Mg NNN (next-nearest neighbor) on HS-LS crossover in iron decreases. This observation is consistent with statements in the literature that, on the microscale, Fp is not an ideal solid solution and that Fe exhibits clusterization [41] . The introduction of Fe-Fe interaction can indeed explain the similar slope of a HS FeO = f (P ) and the similar value of a C = 4.014(5)Å for all Fp that belong to CLASS-2. The universality of a C is demonstrated through comparison with Fp data from Mao et al. with x = 0.25 [40] . Their powder sample with composition in the vicinity of the one expected for the Earth's lower mantle was surrounded by a solid pressure medium (KCl) and was laser annealed prior to collection of ambient temperature data to release stress. According to existing capability at the time, the laser annealing would have removed undesirable stress to a certain degree. As discussed previously [8] , the results of [40] are in better agreement with other experimental reports than the study of Fei et al. [5] , for example. From the composition, our b90Fp5 sample is very close to that investigated by Mao et al. [40] .
Comparing our data with those from Ref. [40] (gray circles with an embedded star, Fig. 4 ), we highlight similarities in slope for a HS FeO below ∼35GPa with the characteristic trend of CLASS-2 materials (thick black line in Fig. 4 ). The small differences between the trends above 35 GPa can be attributed to various effects, for example nonhydrostatic conditions or insufficient annealing duration. As further support of this hypothesis we note that the deviation becomes larger with increasing compression. We also note the strong deviation from the trend of our Fp sample containing a higher concentration of iron, i.e., v4aFp4, x = 0.33 (1) . Even so, the critical value of a C in the powder sample of [40] is almost the same as for the single crystals in CLASS-2 that we studied.
C. HS-LS crossover and the critical phenomena approach
In the previous section, we defined the parameter a HS FeO and determined its critical value a C below which HS-LS crossover starts. We now follow an approach similar to the theory of critical phenomena to investigate the behavior of a HS/LS FeO in the vicinity of the critical pressure P C (Fig. 5 ). The typical methodology in the theory of phase transitions and critical phenomena investigates various properties, for example, order parameters, universality, scaling, and normalization [14] . However, as previously discussed in the literature [13, 42] , it is equally important to study properties of practical importance such as heat capacity, lattice parameter(s), and so on in the vicinity of the phase transition. We investigate a HS/LS FeO in the vicinity of the critical pressure P C corresponding to the point with a HS/LS FeO = a C . Initially there appears to be no clear correlation between pressure and a HS/LS FeO . However, the correlation becomes evident if we calculate the differences a C − a HS/LS FeO and P C − P and plot them on a logarithmic scale (Fig. 5 ). The model of critical exponent (a C − a HS/LS FeO ) ∼ (P C − P ) γ describes our data well for all crystals, where the corresponding values of γ are given in the inset to Fig. 5 . Analysis of the data shown in the inset shows that the value of the critical exponent γ is correlated with iron concentration.
A simple fit to the function γ = A arctan(Bx), with A = 0.717(2) and B = 27.57 (24) , shows surprising agreement with our data (excluding the b90Fp5 data points) ( Fig. 5 ). However, we note the sensitivity of γ to the selection of P C . For example, the hollow and solid green points shown in Fig. 5 refer to the same sample (b90Fp5) assuming P c values of 53.2 GPa (as determined from Fig. 3 , the large inverse green triangle with yellow background) and 50 GPa, respectively. Thus, further experiments with finer pressure steps around spin crossover may be required for more accurate determination of critical parameters and detailed insight into their nature. 
HS-LS crossover region
D. Low concentration limit
The origin of the different behaviors of Fp CLASS-1 and CLASS-2 can be further investigated following an approach suggested by Kantor et al. [41] . For the NaCl-type (B1) crystal structure of Fp, each cation (Mg or Fe) has 12 next-nearest cation neighbors (NNNs). We can define the partial probability P (n,P Fe−Fe ) of the central Fe atom to have n cations of Fe in its NNN coordination shell through the known pair correlation function P Fe−Fe : P (n,P Fe−Fe ) = P n Fe−Fe (1 − P Fe−Fe ) 12−n 12! n!(12 − n)! .
Note that for a single atom, the total probability to have a neighbor [ n P (n,P Fe−Fe )] is a sum of individual contributions from P (1,P Fe−Fe ),P(2,P Fe−Fe ), etc.
Based on the assumption that P Fe−Fe = x = x Fe for an ideal solid solution with a fully random distribution of Fe, we can determine P (1) = P (1,x Fe ) ( Fig. 6) , which is the probability to have a single atom of Fe in the NNN shell. In the same figure, we also demonstrate P (2) and P (3). This functional form corresponds to the competition between Fe and Mg cations around the central Fe atom, and thus the Fe-Fe correlations. P (1) function is highly asymmetric with a steep slope at values of x Fe < 0.05. For illustration, the compositional uncertainties for KNFp1 and KNFp2 are overlaid with P (1,x Fe )i nF i g .6. Indeed, a small shift of x Fe from P(3) P(2) P(1)
FIG. 6. Partial probability P (n,x Fe )forFe(n = 1, 2, 3) to occupy the NNN shell of a cation as a function of the impurity element concentration x = x Fe for the Fp crystal structure. Note that the total probability [ n P (n,x Fe )] for a Mg/Fe atom to have a nearest neighbor is a sum of individual contributions. It is clear that P (1,x Fe ) becomes the dominating factor at values of x<0.05. Compositions corresponding to KNFp1 and KNFp2 are indicated. We emphasize the curvature of P (1,x Fe ) and its slope steepness at low x Fe values. For the change in composition from KNFp1 to KNFp2 illustrated by the arrow, the rapidly changing slope for total probability n P (n,x Fe ) may explain our observations of CLASS-1 and CLASS-2. It may explain the corresponding differentiation in the framework of the Fe-Fe correlation strength; i.e., the Fe-Fe correlations become weaker at lower x Fe values. KNFp1 (red) to KNFp2 (blue) should lead to a large change of P (1,x Fe ), which in terms of total probability should be the dominating contribution from other P (n,x Fe ) in the limit of the very low doping concentration. Any increase of concentration boosts the contribution from the functions of higher order, i.e., P (2,x Fe−Fe ), P (3,x Fe−Fe ), etc. Thus, a reasonably small change in concentration can lead to strong variations of total probability, and the steepness of the n P (n,P Fe−Fe ) slope together with the diminishing role of P (n,x Fe−Fe )( n>1) can indeed explain the difference between CLASS-1 and CLASS-2. Our study provides experimental evidence that illustrates the importance and the effect of the Fe-Fe correlation for low impurity concentrations in solid solutions.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we present a high-pressure single-crystal x-ray diffraction study of Mg 1-x Fe x O with a wide range of compositions 0.04(1) x 0.33(1) and describe its compression under quasihydrostatic conditions. Our observations allow two different classes for MgO-FeO solid solutions to be identified based on their compressional behavior for low concentrations of impurity elements [CLASS-1, x<0.06 (1) ] and moderate ones [CLASS-2, x 0.06(1)]. We suggest an explanation for the different behaviors of CLASS-1 and CLASS-2 by analyzing the probability of Fe-Fe correlations in a simple next-nearest neighbor model.
Using Vegard's law we analyze high-pressure data and extract the lattice parameter contribution a HS/LS FeO of the "FeO component" in MgO-FeO solid solution. In our experiments, we isolate the parameter a C as a minimum value of a HS FeO , such that higher compression triggers the spin crossover of ferrous iron. We find that CLASS-2 ferropericlase shares the same critical parameter a C over a wide composition range within the uncertainty of experiments.
Our observations are equally important for the geophysics, mineral physics, and materials physics communities. Indeed, we report clear regularities in the behavior of MgO-FeO solid solutions with composition range relevant for planetary science and with a focus on pressure-induced spin crossover. Our observations may also be applicable to a larger class of compounds with ferrous iron occupying an octahedral oxygen environment. Moreover, our results indicate that knowledge of end-member compression behavior may allow prediction of the spin-crossover conditions and basic description of corresponding material transformation for a wide class of materials containing transition-metal elements. 
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